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1927 1,000hp Sunbeam 

The 1920s saw the Land Speed Record change hands on numerous 

occasions with drivers such as J.G. Parry Thomas, Malcolm Campbell and 

Henry Segrave becoming household names. The cars were equally famous 

and, as the decade progressed, became progressively more specialised. The 

1,000hp Sunbeam of 1927 was one of the first cars built for the sole purpose 

of breaking the record and was the first car to reach 200mph/321.87kph. 

 
Figure 1: 1927 Sunbeam 1,000hp at Wolverhampton factory prior to being shipped to 
Daytona Beach. 

Sunbeam were no strangers to the Land Speed Record, having seen the 

350hp car take the record on three separate occasions (once as a factory 

owned car driven by Kenelm Lee Guinness in 1922 and then twice in 1924 

and 1925 after the car had been sold to Malcolm Campbell). Major Henry 

Segrave drove the 4 litre supercharged Sunbeam to a record of 
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152.33mph/245.15kph in March 1926. Both of these machines were also track 

racing cars. With the 150mph/241.40kph barrier broken the next target for 

Land Speed Record contenders was the magic figure of 200mph/321.87kph 

and the company’s thoughts turned to a dedicated speed machine. 

Chief Engineer Louis Coatalen came up with a design for an immensely 

powerful twin engined car with an all over streamlined body. Power came from 

two 22.5 litre V12 Sunbeam Matabele aero engines, each rated at 435bhp at 

2,000rpm. These were positioned in line, with the driver’s cockpit in between. 

Power transmission was via a three speed gearbox, driveshaft and chains. 

The actual power output of the car was in the region of 900hp but the 1,000hp 

title no doubt appealed to Sunbeam’s directors and marketing department. 

The total weight of the completed car was well over 3 tons. Detailed design 

work was carried out by Captain J.S. Irving whilst Henry Segrave searched for 

a suitable venue in which to attempt the record. 

The record breaking venue would need to be extremely long to allow for a 

sufficient run up for the various flying-start record categories; nine miles 

(14.48 km) was estimated. There were no suitable sites in Britain or Europe 

and Segrave made the decision to take the car to Daytona Beach in Florida. 

Factory based testing of the engines suggested that there should be no 

shortage of power available for the record but otherwise the car was largely 

untried. 

The record breaking attempt took place on the morning of March 29 1927 with 

an estimated crowd of 30,000 spectators watching from the nearby sand 

dunes. The required two runs were made over the marked course with a 

change of tyres in between. During the outward run the wind caused the car 

to swerve and skid violently with Segrave also having to drive the car into the 

sea to slow it down at the end of the run! The speeds achieved on the two 

runs were 200.668mph/322.944kph and 207.015mph/333.158kph giving an 

average speed of 203.792mph/327.972kph over the mile and a new Land 

Speed Record – the first over 200mph/321.87kph. 
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Figure 2: Henry Segrave in the 1,000hp Sunbeam at Daytona Beach, March 29 1927. 

The 1,000hp Sunbeam’s success, achieved on a very tight budget, stands as 

a fitting tribute to the skill of men like Coatalen, Irving and the Sunbeam 

workforce and to the undoubted courage and determination of Major Henry 

Segrave. 

The quest for speed went on and the next year would see both Malcolm 

Campbell and America’s Ray Keech take the record. Segrave returned to 

Daytona in March 1929 with another Irving designed car, the distinctive and 

equally successful Golden Arrow. 

Manufacturer: Sunbeam Motor Co.. Wolverhampton. 

Engine: 2 x V12 Sunbeam Matabele aero engines. 

Capacity: 22,444cc (44,888cc combined capacity). 

Output: 435bhp at 2,000rpm. 

Max. Speed: 207.015mph/333.158kph. 
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